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I. INTRODUCTION 
A mapping from the Gaussian integers into the complex numbers is called 
a discrete function. Duffin [I] has studied properties of discrete functions. 
In his study, Duffin makes use of certain types of operators which we will 
call Duffin operators. More precisely, an operator F mapping the collection il 
of all discrete functions into itself is a Duffin operator if and only if there are 
finite sets {wO , w1 ,..., w,} of Gaussian integers and (a0 , a, ,..., a,} of complex 
numbers such that for each q~ E A, F(y) is the function whose value at the 
Gaussian integer w is given by 
[F(v)] (4 = %V(W + W”) + w(w + WI) +- ... + %V(W i- wn). 
We will write F(~J, w) for the value of F(q) at the Gaussian integer w. 
Examples of Duffin operators include the L-operator defined by 
qq,, w) = v(w) + i(w $ 1) - v(w + 1 +- q - +J(w + q, (1) 
for each v E A and each Gaussian integer w, as well as the D-operator defined 
b! 
JqT, w) = - 49)(w) t dw + 1 + 4 + dw - 1 + 4 
+ F(W - 1 - ;) + cp(w -t 1 -q, 
(2) 
for each q E A and each Gaussian integer w. 
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It is easily seen that A, the set of discrete functions, is a complex linear 
space under the usual operations of addition and scalar multiplication. 
In this paper, a theory of discrete generalized functions is developed which 
in many respects parallels conventional generalized function theory. Under 
this theory, each Duffin operator has a unique representation in terms of 
certain integrals which we will define. In fact, there are other operators which 
are so representable. The operators which are so representable are classified. 
Duffin [l] has solved some difference equations which involve operators. 
For example, he has shown that if 01 E A such that CC 1 OL(WZ, n)i < co then 
there is a unique q~ E A such that v vanishes at infinity and L(q) = a. At the 
present time the solution of the similiar problem D(v) = OL is still unknown. 
The theory of discrete generalized functions may be applied to difference 
equations of the formF(v) = OL, where F is either a Duffin operator or a more 
general type of operator which we will define later. Although we will not go 
into these applications in detail, one example of such an application will be 
given. 
2. PRELIMINARIES 
Let 7r denote the Gaussian integers. It will be convenient for us to order 
the elements of CT to obtain a sequence {z,, , x1 , zs ,...} with the following 
properties. (1) z,, = 0. (2) 1 zj - xi-r 1 = 1 for j = 1,2 ,.... (3) For each 
w E rr there exists exactly one nonnegative integer n such that Z, = w. 
Throughout this paper, it is assumed that one of the infinitely many orderings 
satisfying (l)-(3) has been selected. The symbol x,, will always denote the 
71 + 1-st element of this ordering. An example of such an ordering is the one 
described by Duffin [l] in which x,, = 0, zr = 1, xs = 1 + i, zs = i and in 
general Z, is the 71 + 1-st Gaussian integer encountered in continuing out the 
spiral pictured below. 
=‘I z3 z2 z,, 
i 
z5 zo z, z,, 
Z6 z, z, z, 
This particular ordering of the Gaussian integers is called the Duffin 
spiral. It will be used in many of our examples. 
Let B denote the collection of all functions from A which vanish except at a 
finite number of points. If f E B and f # 0, it is trivial to observe that there 
exists exactly one nonnegative integer N such that f(+) # 0 and f (zJ = 0, 
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whenever B. > N. This N will be called the degree of the function f and is 
denoted by degree f. We will not define the degree of the zero function. 
For simplicity of notation, if f E A, we will use fj to denote f (zj). 
Let f E B with degree f = N. If v E A we define the double dot, prime 
double dot, double dot prime, and double prime integrals of f and q, 
respectively, as follows. 
(3) 
Note that the definition of these integrals depends heavily on the fact that 
we have chosen a fixed ordering a,, , x1 , x2 ,... for the Gaussian integers. 
Let A0 denote the set of functionals mapping A into the complex numbers 
obtained as follows. The functional F is in A0 if and only if there is a Duffin 
operator G such that for each 9 E A, F(v) = G(v, 0). We will call F the 
functional associated with the operator G. 
EXAMPLE 1. From (l), the functional associated with the L-operator is 
easily seen to be defined by 
Fb) = J%, 0) = ~(0) + k(l) - ~(1 + i) - i(i), for each v E A. 
EXAMPLE 2. Let f be the function in B defined by f. = 0, fi = 4, fi = 4i 
and fn = 0 for n > 2. If the path of integration is the Duffin spiral, it follows 
that 
1^ yf : v = qp, 0). 
EXAMPLE 3. Let 6 be the functional in A0 associated with the operator 
defined by F(v, w) = q(w) for each v E A and each w E rr. Thus 6(v) = q(O) 
for each v E A. If there were an element f E B such that s: f : p = 6(v) for 
each v E A, it is obvious that f could not be the zero function. Hence f has 
degree N > 0. Thus fN # 0 and f,, = 0 when n > N. If y is taken to be the 
function defined by q+ = 0 for j # N + I and pNtl = 1 then it follows that 
409/39/2-8 
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Somf : 9J = tfNkN+l - zN) = 6(v) = 0. Hence fN = 0 contradicting the 
choice of N. Therefore there is nof E B such that 
s 
m 
f : v = %J> for each v E A. o 
Examples 2 and 3 demonstrate that some elements of A0 are representable 
in terms of the double dot integral while others are not. Other examples can 
be constructed which yield similar conclusions with regard to the prime 
double dot, double dot prime and double prime integrals. In the next section, 
we will classify the elements of As which have representations in terms of each 
of the four integrals. 
3. INTEGRAL REPRESENTATIONS 
Let 
X”(.zj) = $, ; ; 1 for n = 0, 1, 2 ,... . 
It is a trivial observation that xn E B for each n. 
LEMMA 1. Suppose that F is a nonzero element of A0 and 
F(v) = aovo + wl + ... + amvm for each q E A 
where a, # 0. If there is an element f E B such that F(v) = sz f : v for each 
TEA then degreef =m- 1. 
Proof. It is obvious that f cannot be the zero function so suppose that 
degree f = N. 
If N < m - 1 then N + 1 < m. Taking v to be xm we see that 
F(x”) = a, # 0. However, it follows from the definition of the double dot 
integral that sz f : x” = 0 which contradicts the assumption that 
F(T) = 1,” f : 9 for each 9 E A. 
Hence N>m- 1. 
If N > m - 1 then N + 1 > m. Taking v to be xNfl we see that 
s ,f : XN+l = ~fN(~N+l- %v) # 0 
while F(xN+l) = 0 so that once again we have a contradiction. 
Hence N=m- 1. 
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Now if F(v) = 0 for each p E A, when f is the zero function it follows that 
J; f : ,+, =- 0 -z- F( 9)) for all CJI E A. It also follows that the zero function is the 
only element in B having this property. For if f E R and degree f :-- 37, then 
which cannot be zero. 
THEOREM I. Let FE A0 be dejined by F(F) :~ a,q+, - qp, + ... + anlprrr 
for each rp E A. Then there is an f E B such that [r f : 9 := F(v) holds for each 
cp E -4 if and o&y if a,, - a,,_, + ... + (- 1)“’ a,) -= 0. 
Proof. Let f E B such that J”: f : v = F(v) for each v E A. Iff is identically 
zero then the theorem is trivial; so we may assume that degree f === N where 
N is a nonnegative integer. Assuming a, # 0, we see from Lemma 1 that 
IV ~- m -- 1. Now note that 
ilr f : v = .: ( fi -1. fn) h - zo) vo 
” 0 
-t :r [(fi +fo) (% - 20) + (fi -tfi) (“CL? - %>I 9% + ... 
+ :: L( fn + fn-1) (G - %-I) + (fP1 --t fn) (%+1 - %)I vn 
(4) 
pi- *. t :.fN%l&vI1 - Z‘V). 
Since we must have Jr f : 9 = F(p) f or all 9) E rl, we see by taking q~ to be ~0 
that a, = t ( fi {- fo) (a1 - z,,). Similarly by taking p to be X” for 
?I -: 1, 2,..., WC we find that 
From (5) and the fact that firr+l = f,n = 0, it follows that 
n - Tlr a,,_, + ..’ -it (- 1)“’ a,, := 0. 
On the other hand, if a,,{ ~ a,,<_, $ ..’ t (- I)“’ a, === 0, then we define f 
as follows. Letf,, == 0 for n 5 m and for j < m take 
where 
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Now note that fi + fjel = ciml . Hence 
s 
co 
o 
= qJ$l + a,v, + **. + @m-1%-l 
+ (a,-, - am-2 + -** + (- 1F a,) 'pm - 
But since a,, - ume2 + ... + (- 1)+-l a, = a, , it follows that for each 
cp E A we have 
We note also that if 
s 
co 
(If:~=F(rp)=~o~,+~,~,+...+~,~~ for each y E A, 
then the f E B must be unique. For if f (l) E B and f c2) E B such that 
I~f”):~=S:f(“‘:~=F(p) forallg,EA, 
then 
From the comment following Lemma 1, it follows that f (lb - f c2) is the zero 
function. Hence f (1) = f (2). We state this result formally as a corollary to the 
preceding theorem. 
COROLLARY TO THEOREM 1. If F E A0 and there is an element f E B such 
that F(p) = sr f : rp for each v E A then this f is unique. 
Let F E AO. We say F is a regular element of A0 if and only if there is a finite 
set of numbers {a, , ur ,..., a,} such that 
and 
z. (- l)j aj = 0 
F(V) = aovo + w, + .** + ad, for each v E A. 
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The zero functional of A0 is trivially a regular element. Furthermore, in 
view of Theorem 1, the regular elements of A’J are exactly the elements of Aa 
which have an integral representation of the form J-rf : 9 where f is an 
element of B. Let &lo be used to denote the set of all regular elements in 40. 
Let F and G be nonzero elements of 40. Then there exist finite sets 
@O , al ,..., 4 and {b, , b, ,..., b,} of complex numbers with a, # 0 and 
b, f 0 such that 
F(v) = ao~o + WJ~ + ... + GSP~ and G(F) = hg?, + hy~, f ... -t b,vn 
for each v E A. It is assumed without loss of generality that m < n. The sum, 
F i G of F and G is the functional defined by 
(F -t G) (v) = (a, + bo) R, + (al + 4) vl t .'. -t (a,, t b,,) y,,i 
+ bm+lplm+l + ... + bnv, for each v E i2. 
The sum of the zero functional and any other element F in 4O is defined by 
0 + F = F. Furthermore, if c is any complex number, the functional cF is 
defined bv 
W) (Y) = ca,vo + ca,v, + ... + ~a,~, foreachq,E. 
It is easy to verify that under the above definitions for addition and scalar 
multiplication, A0 is a complex linear space and RA” is a linear subspace 
of A”. 
Consider now the elements of A0 which have a representation in terms of 
the prime double dot integral. We will see that this set is also RAO. The proofs 
for Lemma 2 and Theorem 2 are so similar to the proofs for Lemma 1 and 
Theorem 1, respectively, that they are omitted. 
LEMMA 2. Let FE A0 be dejked by F(v) = U,CJJ, + qpI + ... + urnvm 
for each p E A where a, # 0. If there is an element f E B such that 
F(y) = 11 f’ : q~ for each 9) E d 
then degree f = m - 1. 
THEOREM 2. Let FE A0 be defined by F(p) = aoF + a,v, + ... f amvnl 
for each y E A. There is un element f E B such that fz f’ : y = F(y) for each 
p,~AifandonZyifa,-aa,~,+a,~,--~~+(-l)~uo=O. 
An argument similar to the one presented immediately following Theorem 1 
shows that the f of Theorem 2 is unique. 
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The proof for Lemma 3 is similar to the proof for Lemma 1 and will be 
omitted. 
LEMMA 3. Let F E A0 be defined by L(y) = uorpo + a,~,, + ... + amvm 
for each y E A where am # 0. If there is an element f E B such that 
F(v) = /r f : p’ 
then degree f = m - 1. 
for each 9 E A 
When f is identically zero, we have sr f : v’ = 0 for each 9) E A. Further- 
more, this is the only choice for f in B that will have this property for if f E B 
and degree f is N, then 
s y f : xN+l’ = 4 fNx;I; 
which cannot be zero. 
THEOREM 3. Let FE A0 be dejined by F(v) = aovo + a,~, + ... + arnvm 
for each v E A. There exists f E B such that F(v) = sz f : y’I for each v E A if 
and only if a, + a, + ... + a, = 0. 
Proof. Let f be an element of B such that F(v) = $r f : q’ for each 9 E A. 
If f is identically zero the proof is trivial so we may assume that degree 
f = N. Assuming a, # 0, we see from Lemma 3 that N = m - 1. Hence 
I mf : F’ = Q y (fj +fj-I> (93 - %-I> 0 j-1 
(7) 
N+l 
= --*(fi+fo)%+i! c (fGl-fj+l>%. 
j=l 
If we take v to be x” for n = 0, I,..., m it follows from (7) that 
a0 = - S (fi +fo) 
and 
ai = 4 ( fj-1 - fj+A forj = 1, 2 ,..., m. 
Since fm = fm+l = 0, it follows that a, + a, + ... + a, = 0. 
Now assume that a@ + a, + ... + a, = 0. Define f E B by fi = 0 when- 
ever j > m - 1, fmpl = 2a, , fmm2 = 2am-1 , and recursively let 
fj =.h+z + 2aj+l forj = m - 2, m - 3 ,..., 0. 
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From the definition offit follows that 4 (fi-r - fj+r) == aj forj m= 1, 2,..., m. 
Hence if we expand JTf : p)’ as in (7) we see that we need only now show that 
-- 4 ( fl -i- fo) = a, * 
If m is odd, then we recursively substitute forf, to obtain 
-$(fltfo)= -g(f3+f2+2%+24 
= - s (f5 + f* + 2% + 2% 1_ 2% -t 2%) 
= . . . = - g (fk* +fvL-s + 24-3 -;- 2a,,-4 + .*’ + 2%) 
= - 1 (2u,, f 2u,,,-l + ..a + 2q) == a,, . 
In the case where m is even, when we recursively substitute for fj , the 
result is 
- 4 ( fl + fd = - s (f3 + f2 + 2% + 2%) = . ” 
= - 8(fm-1 +fm-2 + 2%-z! + 2%-s t *.* + 2%) 
-- - ~(2um+2u,~,+~~‘+2a,)=uo. 
Thus in any case 
-+Lf+iJ=ao. 
In the above proof, notice that when there is an f E B such that 
F(v) = jr f : q~' for each g, E A 
then this f must be unique. For if 
then 
j,,l) :g= jyf(PI :fp'=qv) for each 9 E A 
s ,;flll : $ -j ,fi2) : ‘p’ = jr [f(l) -f(“)] : cp’ = 0 for all cp E A. 
Hence f(l) - f(“) is the zero function. 
Lemma 4 and Theorem 4 can be proved in much the same manner as 
Lemma 3 and Theorem 3. For this reason the proofs are omitted. 
LEMMA 4. Let FE A0 be de$ned by F(v) = uo~o + a,~~ + -.- + a,,pm 
for each v E A where a, # 0. If there exists f E B such that 
F(T) = jr f' : p' 
then degree f = m - 1. 
for each v E A 
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THEOREM 4. Let F E A0 be defined by F(v) = a,v, + a,?, + ... + a,v,, 
for each q~ E A. Then there exists f E B such that F(v) = Jr f’ : q~’ for each 
qo~Aifandonlyifa,+a,_,+~~~+a,=O. 
It is easy to see that the f of Theorem 4 is unique. 
Let F E AO. We say that F is a prime regular element of A0 if and only if 
there is a finite set {a,, a, ,..., a,> of complex numbers such that 
a, + a,_, + ... + a, = 0 
and 
F(V) = aoyo + alp1 + **a + a,vm for each p E A. 
The zero element is trivially a prime regular element of A”. Let PA0 denote 
the set of all prime regular elements of AO. 
Remark 1. Let C denote the set of all elements q E A such that 
Let 1 denote the set of all elements q~ E A such that 
It is easily verified that C and I are linear subspaces of A. Note also that 
Theorems l-4 are true when the function IJJ is restricted to either C or 1. 
The following example shows thatthere are nonzero elementsin RAon PAO. 
Further, it shows that when we are able to find functions f, g, h, k in B such 
that 
it is not necessarily true that any or all of these functions are identical. 
EXAMPLE 3. Let F E A0 be defined by 
F(V) = - +o + ~z + ~4 + va + vs for each q E A. 
It is easily seen that F is the element of A0 associated with the D operator 
defined in (2). Define f E B by f. = 0, fi = - 16, fi = 16 - 16i, 
f3 = - 4 + 16i, f4 = - 8 - 16i, f5 = 8 + 8i, fe = - 8, f, = 4 and 
f,=Owhenn>7.Defineg~Bbygo=0,g,=8,g,=0,gs=6,g4=0, 
g, = 4, g, = 0, g, = 2, and g, = 0 for n > 7. Define h E B by ho = 0, 
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hi = - 8, ha = 0, ha = - 6, h, = 0, h, == - 4, h, = 0, h, = - 2 and 
h,-Oforn>7.DefineK~BbyK~=K~-4,k~=4+4i,R,=4i+l, 
k, = 42’ - 2, k5 = 2i - 2, k, = - 2, k, = - 1, and k, = 0 for n > 7. It is 
easily verified that 
Remark 2. There are some obvious isomorphisms between spaces used 
in this paper and spaces which are commonly studied in analysis. We will 
point out a few of them without actually showing the isomorphism. In most 
cases, the isomorphism is apparent. 
(1) The space C is isomorphic to the space cg of all complex sequences 
which converge to 0 (see [5, p. 217-j). 
(2) The space I is isomorphic to the space I1 of all complex sequences 
which are absolutely summable. 
(3) The space A ON of all functionals from An of the form 
PC94 = aovo + w, + ... + w7h 
where m < N is isomorphic to the N + 1 dimensional complex Euclidean 
space CN+r (see [3, p. 61). 
(4) The space A0 and the space B are both isomorphic to the space 
consisting of all complex sequences which have only a finite number of non- 
zero terms. 
4. GENERALIZED FUNCTIONS 
In this section, the class B of functions is expanded to certain classes of 
generalized functions. A different class can be obtained for each of the four 
integrals defined in (3). However, we shall only develop the generalized 
functions relative to the double dot and prime double dot integrals. Because 
of the easier notation, the prime double dot integral is considered first. 
In view of Theorem 2, there is no f E B such that sz f’ : p = cpo for each 
p E A. In fact, given any finite linear combination of values of v, say 
a,~, + a,rp, + ... + anyWt , there is no f E B such that 
s 
*f’:P)=ao~~+a,cp,+...+a,~~, for each ~JI E A 
0 
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unless a, - a,-, + ... + (- 1)” a, = 0. This is similar to the situation 
one encounters in distribution theory when it is discovered that there is no 
locally integrable real-valued function f such that J::~(x) v(x) dx = ~(0) 
for each test function v. In conventional distribution theory, the difficulty 
is overcome by an expansion of the class of locally integrable functions to a 
larger class, the generalized functions. The generalized functions include the 
S-function, which has the property that ]‘z S(x) v(x) dx = ~(0) for each test 
function p, as well as a class of functions which correspond to the locally 
integrable functions [4]. 
In conventional distribution theory, the test functions are restricted to 
certain classes which have desirable properties. It will be convenient for us to 
follow an analogous course and restrict our test functions to certain subspaces 
of A. Then the class B may be expanded so that for any F E A0 there is an f 
in our expanded class such that F(y) = [rf’ : q~ for each test function v. 
Let T be any subspace of A with the property that if 9) E T then 
lim(z,) = 0. 
n+* 
Note that when q~ E T and w E TI then the function &X + w) is also in T. 
EXAMPLE 4. The space C, defined in Remark 1, satisfies conditions of the 
preceding paragraph. The space 2, defined in Remark 1, also satisfies these 
conditions. 
A sequence { ft”)> of elements from B is called a prime regular sequence if 
and only if for each v E T, lim,,, jrf(n)’ : p exists as a complex number. 
Let B’ be used to denote the collection of all prime regular sequences. 
EXAMPLE 5. Let f (n) be defined by f I”’ = 0 when j is even and j < n, 
f :“) = 2 when j is odd and j < n, f j tn) = 0 when j > n. It is easily seen that 
;! ,pt : tp = $Do for each v E T. 
Hence {f tn)}zZ1 is a prime regular sequence. 
EXAMPLE 6. Define g(n) by gj”) = - 2 when j is even and j < n, 
g!“) = 0 when j is odd and j < n, gj”) = 0 when j > n. Since 3 
s 
m 
lim g(a)’ : 91 = To for each F E T. n-m o 
it follows that {gtn)}~=r is a prime regular sequence. 
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Examples 5 and 6 demonstrate that there may be more than one prime 
regular sequence {f (“)} such that limnicc Jrf(n)’ : 91 = F(v) for a given 
functional F on T. Two sequences (f ‘“‘1 and (g(” I) of elements from B are 
said to be equivalent if and only if 
. x . z 
lim 
! f 
01)' :y = lim 
J 
gC?l)' : p for each 9 E T. 
n,r o n-t= ” 
Equivalence is denoted by {f(n)} m {g(“)}. It is easily seen that the relation * 
is an equivalence relation on B’. An equivalence class of elements of B’ 
under the equivalence relation fis is called a prime generalized function. The 
collection of all such equivalence classes is denoted by GF’. 
IfF and G are in GF’, their sum F + G is defined to be the element of GF 
that contains {f(n) + g(n)} where {f(fl)} and {g(“)} are elements of F and G, 
respectively. Note that 
+ ;E J o g(n)’ : p = ;+i J o (f’“’ + .p) : y 
exists for each y E T. Further, this limit is independent of the choice of the 
sequences {f c4)} and {g(n)) from the equivalence classes F and G, respect- 
ively. That is, if {/z(~)} EF and {g(“)} E G then 
Therefore the definition of F + G is consistent. 
The prime double dot integral of a prime generalized function F and a test 
function qz E T is defined by 
s 
mF’ 
0 
:ql = lii r^p :9), 
where { .f cn)} is any sequence from F. Since this limit exists and is the same 
for each element of F, the definition is consistent. 
We identify each element .f E B with the element F E GF’ that contains the 
sequence (.f(“)) where for each n, f (n) = f. Since 
we see that we may consider each element of B as an element of GF’. 
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THEOREM 5. Let {a,, a, ,..., am} be a jinite set of complex numbers. Then 
there exists F E GF’ such that 
Proof. Define f tn) by f c) = 0, f :“’ = 2~2, , in general, 
f,!“’ = f!“-’ + 2a.- 7 3 2 3 1 forj = 2, 3,..., m + 1 
and 
f!“‘=f!:’ 3 3 2 forj = m + 2, m + 3,..., n 
and 
f+zo for j > n. 
(Whenever n < m we take f f cn) = 0 for 71 < j < m also.) Using the fact that 
limi+m vj = 0, we may show by a simple calculation that 
lim 
I 
mfw 
n-m o :‘P=ao~o+a,~,+...+a,~,. 
It follows from Theorem 5 that given any element FE A0 there is an 
element f E GF’ such that jz f’ : QJ = F(v) for each v E T. Note that when f 
is taken to be the element of GF’ which contains the sequences given in 
Examples 5 and 6, we have J-rf’ : g, = v. for each v E T. This element is 
the discrete analog of the &function. 
Similar results will now be obtained for the double dot integral. 
A sequence {f tn)} of elements from B is called a regular sequence if and 
only if li%,, Jr f ln) : v exists for each CJI E T. The collection of all regular 
sequences from B is denoted by R. 
Let {f tn)} and {g(“)} b e t wo elements of R. The sequences are said to be 
equivalent if and only if 
To show equivalence we write {f cn)} - {g(“)}. The relation N is easily seen 
to be an equivalence relation on R. An equivalence class of R under this 
relation is called a generalized function. The collection of all such equivalence 
classes will be denoted by GF. 
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If F and G are elements of GF, their sum F + G is defined to be the element 
of GF which contains {f(“’ + gtn’} where { f(“‘} and {g’“‘} are elements of F 
and G, respectively. If {h(n)} E F and {kfn)} E G then it is easy to see that 
[f’“’ + g’ll’} N{h’“’ + jq so that the definition of F + G is consistent. 
The double dot integral of a generalized function F E GF and a test function 
9 E T is defined by J: F : v = limn+= J-yffn) : v where { f’“‘} is any sequence 
from F. Since this limit must exist and is independent of the choice of the 
element of F, it is clear that the definition of the integral is consistent. 
As before, we identify each f E B with the FE GF which contains the 
sequence {f(“‘> with f cn) = f for each 71. Therefore GF contains B. 
THEOREM 6. Let {a, , a, ,..., a,} be a finite set of complex numbers. Then 
there exists FE GF such that 
i aF:p,=ao~o+wl+ . . . + adfwt for each v t T. 
‘0 
Proof. By Theorem 5 there exists G E GF’ such that 
j 
m G’ : F = aovo + a,~~ + *.. + arnh for each q~ E T. 
0 
Let {g(“l} be an element of G. Now gcn) E B for 12 = 1, 2, 3,... . Hence for 
each 12 there exists a finite set {bl;“‘, br),..., bzi} of complex numbers such that 
s 
m g’“” : v = bt’y, + bl”jv, + ... -f bkjvW,, for each v E T. 
0 
Also from Theorem 2 
b’“’ _ b”’ + 
0 1 
. . . + (- l)%b(‘$; = 0 for each 71 = 1, 2,... . 
Hence by Theorem 1, there must be an element ftn) E B such that 
s ,fcn’ : p = bpjvo + bl”$?, + ... + bj,$ n Vl” for each C+G E T. 
Hence for each q~ E T we have 
lim J+ f (n) : q3 = t+li J‘: g(“” : y. 
n+cc o 
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Thus (f’“)} is a regular sequence. If we choose F to be the element of GF 
that contains {f(“)> it follows that 
s mF:p,=aovo+wl+ ...  %#m for each v E T. 0 
We have constructed a space GF of generalized functions relative to the 
double dot integral and another space GF’ relative to the prime double dot 
integral. Similar procedures can be used to construct a space of generalized 
functions relative to either of the other two integrals defined in (3). However, 
we will not go through the actual construction because the spaces GF and 
GF’ are adequate for our purposes. Theorems 7 and 8 show that while the 
spaces GF and GF’ consist of different elements, they are in a certain sense 
essentially the same. The proofs for these theorems are similar to the proof 
of Theorem 6 and hence will be not be given here. 
THEOREM 7. If F E GF’ then there exists G E GF such that 
s 
mF’ :cp= 
I 
mG:9, for each v E T. 
0 0 
THEOREM 8. If F E GF then there exists G E GF’ such that 
I mF :y= s mG’:p, for each 9 E T. 0 0 
If F E GF then F determines the functional G defined by 
G(v)= leF:p, for each v E T. 
0 
The linearity of the integral shows immediately that G is a linear functional 
on T. Let GFf denote the set of all functionals determined by elements of GF. 
If the space T happens to be a normed linear space, it is well known that the 
continuous linear functionals on T are exactly the linear functionals on T 
which are bounded. That is, a functional F on T is continuous if and only if 
there exists a real number M such that / F(v)1 < M for all v E T such that 
j/ p 11 < 1. In Remark 1, the space C is defined and in Example 4, it is noted 
that C is a valid choice for the space T. Since C is isomorphic to the function 
space co (see Remark 2), there is a natural norm associated with C. It is 
defined by 
II v II = ““,P I %z I (8) 
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for each 91 E C. We will assume that T is the space C and investigate the 
relationship between Gff and the space of all continuous linear functionals 
on c. 
Each element FE GF’ also determines a functional G defined by 
G(y) = ( F’ : g, for each v E I’. 
‘0 
However, from Theorems 7 and 8, we see immediately that the set of all 
functionals determined by elements of GF’is exactly GFf.In the study of GFf, 
we will consider each element of GFf as a functional determined by an element 
of GF’ (as opposed to GF) because of the simplier notation involved. 
Let C’ denote the space of all continuous linear functionals on C. Because 
of the fact that C is isometrically isomorphic to c0 (see [5, p. 84]), we may 
conclude that the space C’ is isometrically isomorphic to the space of all 
continuous linear functionals on c0 which is in turn isometrically isomorphic 
to the sequence space I1 (see [5, p. 2011). H ence F E C’ if and only if there is a 
sequence {.x~}~=~ in P such that 
F(F) = f xjTj 
j=” 
for each v E C. (9) 
THEOREM 9. The linear space GFf and the linear space C’ of all continuous 
linear functionals on C are exactly the same. 
Proof. Let FE C’. From the above remarks, there exists a sequence 
{.x~}~?~ in I1 such that 
where 
We will construct a sequence {f(j)} of elements from B such that 
)&I j” f (or : 9) = F(q) for each v E C. 
0 
Define 
f lj’ = 0, fij’ = 2x, 
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and 
and 
f$ = 2X,-I +f’j! m 2 for m = 2, 3,..., j 
for m > j. 
It is obvious that {f(j)} is a sequence of elements from B. Further, an easy 
computation shows that 
for each v E C. 
Let G be the element of GF’ that contains { f(j)} and it follows that G deter- 
mines the functional F. Thus F E GFf. This proves that C’ C GFf. 
Suppose now that F E GFf. Then there exists a sequence { f j} of functions 
from B such that F(v) = lim,+g, srf(j)’ : IJI for each v E C. For a fixed j let 
G(j) be the functional defined by G(j)(v) = Jrf’i)’ : v for each F E C. Now 
G(j) is clearly linear because of the linear property of the integral. Further- 
more,G(j)isboundedforifp,ECwithjlp,/I~lthenweknowsup,Irp,I <I. 
From Theorem 2, there exists a finite set {aa , a, ,..., a,} of complex numbers 
such that 
G(j)(v) = jrnf(j)’ : ‘p = a,cp, + alcpl + -.* + amp)m for each q~ E C. 
0 
Hence 
I G%J)l = I aovo + w1+ ... + %&bn I < I a, I + 1% I + ... + I a, I 
=M<cn. 
Hence G(j) is a continuous linear functional on C. Thus {Go)} is a sequence of 
continuous linear functionals on the Banach space C. (Note that C is a Banach 
space because it is isomorphic to co which is well known as a Banach space.) 
Also for each v E C, limj,, G(j)(v) exists so that {G(j)(v)} is a bounded 
sequence. By the Banach Steinhaus theorem (see [3, p. 621) there is a constant 
M such that I G(j)(v)1 < M II p 11 for all ‘p E C and for all j. Since 
F(y) = lim G(j)(v), 
J+m 
we must have IF(p)1 < Mllp,II. Thus F is a continuous linear functional 
on C. Thus GFf C C’. 
Hence GFf = c’. 
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5. INTEGRAL REPRESENTATION OF OPERATORS 
Let F be a Duffin operator defined by 
F(q,, w) = w+4 + w(w + 4 + ... -t wdw + wm) 
for each q~ E A and each w E z-. It is clear that we may choose coefficients b, , 
6, ,..., b, such that 
F(p, w) = b&9 + h’~(w + 4 + ... + b(w + z,), (10) 
where zO, x1 ,..., at are on our generalized spiral. In this section, each Duffin 
operator is considered in the form (10). 
Let ~(2 + w) represent the function h of z defined by 
44 = v,(z + w) for each .a e 7~. 
The double dot integral offg B with q~(.z + w) is denoted by 
s 
;f : cp(z + w) 62. 
The 6,~ is used simply to denote that .z is the variable of integration. Similar 
notation is used for each of the other integrals used in this paper. 
Each element F E GFf now determines a mapping of the space T into A as 
follows. If F E GFf then there exists fs GF’ such that 
F(v) = i“)-’ : 9~ for each 93 E T. 
DefineF*: T-+A by 
F”b, 4 = [F*(v)1 (WI= s:f’ : v(z + 4 6~ 
for each q~ E T and each w E rr. We will identify F E GFf with the F* that it 
determines and write F(y, w) for the value jrf’ : ~(a + w) 8x. Thus each 
element of GFf may be considered as an operator. 
Let F be a Duffin operator defined by 
F(g7, w) = w(w) + a,dz, + 4 + ... + QP(~, + w) 
for each q~ E A and each w E rr. We restrict the domain of F to the space T. 
There is a continuous linear functional F’ on T defined by 
F’(d = F(% 0) for each v E T. 
409/39/2-9 
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Then from Theorem 5 there existsf E GF’ such that 
F(pl,O)=jrf’:q~ foreachg,ET. 
Since ~(x + w) E T whenever CJI E T, we have 
s ; f j : P)(x + w) ax = %V(O + u,) + Q?& + W) + ** * + UnP)(Xm + w) 
= F(% w> for each w E n. 
This proves the following theorem. 
THEOREM 10. If F is a Du$in operator restricted to the space T then there 
exists f E GF’ such that F(~J, w) = sr f’ : C&Z + w) 6,~ for each w E r and 
each ‘p E T. 
Thus each Duffin has an integral representation when it is restricted to T. 
This result may be extended as follows. Let F* be any continuous linear 
functional on T. Define an operator F : T--f A by 
F(w 4 = F*[dz + 41 
for each w err and each CJI E T. Since ~(a + w) E T whenever v E T, this 
definition is meaningful. By Theorem 9, there exists f E GF’ such that 
Hence 
F*(v)= jrf’:v foreachvcT. 
F(F, w) = F*[cp(z + w)] = jm f’ : q+ + w) Sz 
0 
for each w E rr and each y E T. Thus we have the following theorem. 
THEOREM 11. Let F* be a continuous linear functional on T. Defne 
F : T -+ A by F(v, w) = F*[p(z + w)] for each w E TI and each v E T. Then 
there exists f E GF’ such that F(p, w) = $r f’ : I&Z + w) 6x for each go E T 
and each w E m. 
If F* is any linear functional on the space T, the generalized operator F 
associated with F* is defined by 
F(v, 4 = F*b(x + 41 
for each 9 E T and each w E rr. 
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EXAMPLE 7. Let T be the space 1 defined in Remark 1. Take F* to be the 
functional whose value at v E 1 is the sum of the values of q~ at the non- 
negative integers. That is, 
F*(v) = f ~(4 
a=0 
for each g, E 1. (11) 
The generalized operator associated with F* is defined by 
F(v, w) = F*[& + w)] = f dn + w) 
n=0 
for each g, E 1 and each w E rr. 
(12) 
6. SOLUTION OF A DIFFERENCE EQUATION 
In this section, we will prove the following theorem. 
THEOREM 12. Let F be the generalized operator defined in Example 7. If 
01 E 1 then there exists q~ E 1 such that 
F(q, w) = a(w) for each w E 7~. (13) 
Proof. Let G be the Duffin operator defined by 
G(v, w) = p(w) - dw + 1) 
for each q~ E A and each w E r. 
Assume that there is a solution to (13). Applying the G operator to both 
sides of (13) we get 
Hence 
F(~,w)--(~,w+l)=ol(w)--(w+ 1). (14) 
Zocp(n + w) - f q+t + w + 1) =:= a(w) -- ,(w t- 1). (15) 
12=0 
Therefore 
9)(w) = a(w) - a(w + 1). (16) 
This shows that if there is a solution to (13), it must have the form given 
in (16). We now show that the function q~ defined in (16) is actually a solution 
to (13). 
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If F(W) = a(w) - ar(w + l), then 
(17) 
Thus V E 1. Also 
F(cp, w) = f qJ(?z +w) = -f [c+ + w) - a(* + w + 111 
n=o TS=O 
(18) 
= $ a(n + w) - i. a(n + w + 1) = 44. 
Hence v is the desired solution. 
There are other difference equations involving operators and generalized 
operators which can be solved by the same general method used in the proof 
of Theorem 12. However, we shall not go into them here. 
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